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Breeding plans

can be understood using a few simple 

principles of 

Response to Selection

Predicting Response to Selection

Objectives:

developing ‘simple’ deterministic models to predict 

responses to selection for:

- Evaluation and comparison of breeding plans

- Optimization of breeding plans

- Factors that affect responses to breeding plans

Predicting Genetic Merit of Progeny

Guiding principle of genetic improvement:

Parents with high additive genetic values (BV) 

tend to have progeny with high additive genetic 

values (==> High phenotypes)

Single progeny:
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Response to selection

difference between 
mean genetic value of progeny

and parental generation

expected response to selection = 

average genetic superiority of selected parents

Predicting Response per Generation

not available for future generations or for 

alternative designs

=> need to predict genetic superiority of 

selected parents by other means

based on linear relationship between a 

selection criterion, I, and g

Linear regression theory
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Selection Intensity with Truncation Selection
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Adjustments to 

standard selection intensities:

• for small population size: i < z/p

Adjustments to standard selection intensities:

• For correlated EBV due to:

1) genetic relationships between candidates of selection

2) use of the same information in calculating the EBV

e.g. nfs full sib families with nw individuals per family 

and selection on pedigree

Modeling Selection 

Across Multiple Age Groups

Average genetic value of the progeny

Genetic mean selected sires in group i :
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Maximization in the selected group

What proportions should be selected from each 

group to maximize the average genetic value 

(given total fraction selected Ps)?

Assumption for each age group: E(gi) = Ii

• truncation selection across distributions of I

• find truncation point where selection across 
all distributions yields total proportion 
selected Ps

Asymptotic Response per Unit Time

Generation interval:

L = average age of the parents when their 

progeny are born

= average time between birth of the parents and 

birth of progeny
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Multiple Pathways of Selection 

Unequal selection in males and females
Four basic pathways of genetic improvement

• Male parents of male progeny (sires of males, sm)

• Female parents of male progeny (dams of males, dm)

• Male parents of female progeny (sires of females, sf)

• Female parents of female prog. (dams of females, df).
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Accounting for the use of 

young bulls and 

pre-selection of young bulls

y = proportion of females produced from young bulls

Genetic superiority bull pathway = 

weighted average of gen.superiorities of groups of 

bulls used
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Gen.superiority selected progeny-tested 

bulls is sum of genetic superiorities 

across stages =

Generation interval bull pathway = 

weighted average of gener.interval of 

groups of bulls used
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